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Musical meaning and music criticism 
 
If we want to answer the question, “What does a piece of music mean?”, we have to think about four 
things: 
 

Musical sounds 
 

Melody 
Timbre 
Instruments 
Production/engineering 
Lyrics 
Meter 
Style 
Tempo 
Rhythm 
Texture 
How long is the piece? 
Harmony 
Noises 
Dynamics 
Form 
Inflection/Accents 
 

The musical creator (performer, composer) 
 

Who made it? 
Motivation/purpose 
How they perform 
Mindset 
Gender 
When did they make it? 
Where did they make it? 
What training did they have? 
What is their taste or preference? 
How do they think? 
How experienced is the musician? 
How skillful is the musician? 

The listener’s background knowledge and 
experiences 

 
Vocabulary 
History 
Religion 
Languages 
Taste 
Gender 
Familiarity with the piece or style 
Age/past experiences 
Listener’s memories 
Knowledge of socio-economic-political factors 

How a listener listens 
 

Mood 
Personality 
Perception 
Critique 
Emotions  
Listener’s indset – views, associations, expectations 
Function 
Who is the audience? 
Who is the intended audience? 
Where is the listener listening? 
Social setting? Who is the listener with? 
What is the listener thinking? 
What is the listener doing? 
What’s the listener’s relationship to the piece? 
What’s happening in the listener’s subconscious? 

 
All of these contribute to what kinds of music criticism exist—the kinds of critiques we read about as historical 
examples, the kinds we hear from the people around us, and the kinds we make ourselves. Our in-class 
discussions last week raised many excellent points and questions, all of which would be worthy of further 
exploration (discussion, writing, researching): 
 

• What is identity? 
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• Identity comes into focus when you encounter other people from outside your group 
• The hypocrisy of a musician’s lived reality vs. the role they play in the music they make (e.g., what they 

sing, write, or rap about). The façade or public persona of the artist. Looking the part. 
• Enculturation – we’re raised or follow examples of how to have a particular relationship with the music in 

our lives 
• Music can normalize ideas or experiences  
• Music defines one’s youth and shapes one’s worldview. It is powerful. 
• The breadth of musical styles or musicians who are contained within a single genre 
• Sense of personal responsibility for the choices one makes or the examples one sets 
• Fear as a motivator for one’s actions 
• Similarity between the conservative reaction against jazz in the 1920s and modern conservative reactions 

against hip-hop or other music of 2019 
• Who gets to own or define a genre of music? Who is “the realest”? Who is the authority? 
• If you don’t want to hunt for meaning, classical music can seem meaningless 
• We live in an age of (desiring) instant gratification 
• Who gets to decide what “art” is? 
• The person who has the most skill or knowledge isn’t necessarily the same person who gets the most 

notoriety or credit 
• The commodification of art 
• The trade-off of focusing on either the quality of one’s work or reaching and pleasing a broad audience 
• It’s a dangerous time for music right now because there’s little impetus or reward for doing something 

new or trying different things 
• We have more resources available to us now than ever, but we’re not exercising our full potential 
• The quality and/or amount of evidence a person uses to support their ideas (or lack thereof) brings their 

criticism into question. A lack of evidence puts their bias front and center. 
• History and ideas happen in cycles. 
• Standards and expectations constrain or shape what musicians do and say 
• There are many different subcategories within various genres, and each has its own sense of what is “real” 

or “right”. Conflict arises from not seeing those subcategories or applying the standards from one group 
to another group (where they don’t apply). 

• Hip-hop (and public discourse) often glosses violence as a shorthand signifier for the black experience 
(which is inaccurate)  

• Why do we use identifying labels for people or genres? Possible answers: It’s easy. Racism.  
• A critic will cherry-pick examples or individuals that support their point or position, often choosing the 

worst version of a particular genre they dislike to show how the entire genre is awful. 
• Music today is often just a business; it’s not about culture. Materialism and capitalism take over and it 

becomes just about the money. 
• The idea of “equality” in 2019 is often pushed so much that it erases the element of quality or evaluation. 

A social movement may elevate someone’s status, but their work may not necessarily be the “best.” 
• Encountering music criticism makes you hear a piece differently and understand the world more deeply. It 

will never be objective. It may discourage other people from making that kind of music. When it’s 
constructive it’s helpful. All press is good press because you often become aware of new ideas through 
discussion or public critique. 

• An artist who is a major name within their genre often gets put on a pedestal of perceived untouchability. 
• There exist double standards for what kind of behavior, music, or work is acceptable for people of 

different identities (e.g., what men and women can talk about or create freely). 
• We often have a preference for the music that shaped our youth (which, by definition, will be older than 

the music being made now). Immediate rejection of the unfamiliar. Much classical music being made 
today is unfamiliar, unpredictable, or experimental. 


